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MY DAD’S A
BIRDMAN

Lizzie and Dad live in a rainy town in the north of England. It's just the
two of them, and Auntie Doreen, who pops round to check Lizzie's
spellings and tell Dad he's daft - and make them nice hot dumplings. But
today there's something unusual going on: why is Dad building himself a
pair of wings and studying the birds to see how they fly? The Great Human Bird Competition of course!

David Almond

ME, THE QUEEN
AND
CHRISTOPHER
Giles Andreae
SPOTTY POWDER
AND OTHER
SPLENDIFEROUS
SECRETS

Roald Dahl
THE PIRATE
CAPTAIN
Terry Deary

THE SECRET OF
PLATFORM 13

Eva Ibbotson

THE TRUE STORY
OF THE THREE
LITTLE PIGS
Jon Scieszka
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What happens when a little girl gets an invitation to at Buckingham Palace with the Queen? Nothing ordinary, if the girl is Freya. We learn that
the Queen likes to boogie, eats beans on toast (with the inevitable result) but is also compassionate and understanding.
A treasure trove of Dahl! Amazing facts - some funny, some silly - and an
original chapter from Charlie and the Chocolate Factory make this a
splendiferous, surprising and delicious treat. Dahl himself loved secrets
and so the uncovering of snippets of facts about him such as his high risk
strategy of riding out on his motor bike on Sundays from his boarding
school seems especially good fun.
The North Atlantic, 1726 Captain Fly is the greatest pirate to sail the
seven seas - or so he says. But his captives Jed and Arthur think he's a
bad-tempered bully. Now Captain Fly has ordered his prisoners to work
for him as pirates, or he'll kill them! Historical fact blended into pirate
legend.
Under Platform 13 at Kings Cross Station there is a secret door that
leads to a magical island. It appears only once every nine years. And
when it opens, four mysterious figures step into the streets of London.
A wizard, an ogre, a fey and a young hag have come to find the prince of
their kingdom, stolen as a baby nine years before. But the prince has become a horrible rich boy who doesn't want to be rescued. Try THE
OGRE OF OGLEFORT as well.
A hilarious retelling of the Three Little Pigs. You may think you know
the story of the Three Little Pigs and the Big Bad Wolf - but only one
person knows the real story. And that person is A. Wolf. His tale starts
with a birthday cake for his dear old granny, a bad head cold and a bad
reputation. The rest (as they say) is history.
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THE GREAT CAT
CONSPIRACY

The New Cat keeps bringing dead things into the house as presents for
Tom. When he brings in the head of the vicar's very expensive Koi Carp
and the Vicar makes Mum pay £200 for a replacement, Anna's Dad is so
cross he locks the New Cat out of the cat-flap. Tom argues for the Cat
to be let back in, but the flap is left shut overnight and when Dad finally
concedes, the New Cat has disappeared altogether. Anna, Suzanne and
Tom are convinced he has been kidnapped - but who is responsible? A
new investigation begins... Other books by the same author: The Great
Hamster Massacre and The Great Rabbit Rescue.

Katie Davies

THE AMAZING
ADVENTURES OF
CURD THE LION
IN THE LAND OF
THE BACK OF BEYOND
Alan Gilliland

THE RELUCTANT
DRAGON
Kenneth Grahame

CRUMMY MUMMY
AND ME
Anne Fine

THE INDIAN IN
THE CUPBOARD
Lynne Reid Banks
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Four soft toys go off on a journey to find a stole brooch. Sounds cosy? It
is not. But an engrossing adventure story it certainly is! Likened to the
work ofLewis Carroll and Edward Lear: riddles and word play, mysteries
and surprises are wonderfully interwoven with a thrilling story line.
Meet Curd the Lion, Pilgrim Crow, Sweeney the Heenie (a hyena) and
O’Flattery the Snake …
'Now, dragon,' said the Boy imploringly. 'You've got to fight him some
time or other you know, 'cos he's St George and you're the dragon.
Better get it over, and then we can go on with the sonnets.' Everyone
knows St George has to do battle with the dragon, but what happens
when the dragon simply won't fight St George?

Minna has a hard time trying to make her mother act sensibly. But then
the whole family is a bit unusual, and at least it means life is never dull.

Who'd want a boring little plastic Red Indian as a birthday present? Omri doesn't - until his brother gives him a very special cupboard which can
make the Indian come alive...
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THE CASE OF THE
MISSING CATS
Gareth Jones

EMILY WINDSNAP
AND THE LAND
OF THE MIDNIGHT
SUN
Liz Kessler

THE SECRETS OF
VESUVIUS Caroline
Lawrence

THE NINE LIVES OF
MONTEZUMA Michael Morpurgo

CLAUDE IN THE
CITY
Alex T Smith

Synopsis

The Dragon Detective Agency's Dirk (dragon) and Holly (11 year-oldgirl) get together to solve a mystery in the world of London-based dragons. They undergo hair-raising car journeys, meet big-headed (but cowardly) dragons, and put up with creepy private detectives in order to
restore pet cats to their owners.
Fun and fesity Emily and Aaron are sent by Neptune on a top secret mission to thwart a danger that threatens the whole world. As semi-mers
(human on land and mer people underwater) only they can be trusted to
complete this mission. But can they save the world and will their relationship hold fast?

Try the other four books in the series.
Flavia Gemina and her friends, Jonathan, Nubia and Lupus, with Scuto the
dog, are on holiday in Pompeii. They are trying to solve a riddle that may
lead to treasure. But then tragedy strikes. Mount Vesuvius erupts and
the children are fleeing for their lives, in one of the worst disasters ever
recorded.

A cat's nine lives are full of adventure and excitement and none more so
than Montezuma, the farmyard cat. From a young kitten to a grand old
cat, he is cunning and proud while establishing his kingdom, but to Matthew, he's always loving and adorable.

Claude is no ordinary dog - he leads an extraordinary life! When Mr and
Mrs Shinyshoes set off for work, Claude decides what adventure he
wants to have that day. Today he and Sir Bobblysock go to the city for
the very first time. The have tea in a cafe, go shopping and visit a museum. It is all very normal until...Claude accidentally foils a robbery and
becomes the local hero! Selected for the Richard and Judy
Children's Book Club 2011.
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THE TALES OF
BEEDLE THE BARD
J.K. Rowling

GOLD SEEKERS
Jane Johnson

HARRY THE
POISONOUS
CENTIPEDE’S BIG
ADVENTURE
Lynne Reid Banks
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Synopsis

Wizarding fairy tales, translated from the original runes by Hermione
Granger, and introduced and illustrated by J. K. Rowling. Also included
are notes on the stories by Professor Albus Dumbledore, which appear
by generous permission of the Hogwarts
Headmasters' Archive.
A terrific mix of Moonfleet meets Treasure Island meets the Arabian
Nights. In 17th century Cornwall, Jude's mother was called a witch and
he is someone with a strange power, the ability to sense gold wherever
it is. When his parents are killed and he is captured by an unsavoury and
sinister sea-captain his life changes forever. On this magnificent and mysterious Cornish coastline is there anyone dead or alive who can help
him.
When Harry the poisonous centipede's best friend, George, goes missing, Harry goes to find him. But dangerous things lurk outside his nesttunnel, like flying swoopers, belly crawlers, furry biters and – most terrifying of all - Hoo-Mins! Try the other titles in the Harry series.

TIP: If you enjoy reading a novel, look for others
by the same author
.
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